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Abstract 
We propose a new algorithm for Iocalising the zeros of a family of orthogonal polynomials {P,,}~>0- We start with 
an old theorem which gives the exact positions of the extremal zeros of the polynomial PN. But applying this old result, 
we may have difficulties to obtain these zeros. We are going to show, how to modify this theorem in order to obtain a 
new method which is simpler and more effective. Hence how to build an automatic procedure to compute these extremal 
zeros. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Zeros of orthogonal polynomials 
1. In t roduct ion  
We recall an old theorem: 
Lemma 1.1 (Gi lewicz and Leopold [1]). Let IP ]N>~2 family of  orthogonal polynomials be de- [~ nJn>0 a 
.fined by 
P I~0,  Po(x )= l ,  O<~n<~N- 1, 
Pn+l = (x - bn )P~(x) - a~P._, (x). ( 1.1 ) 
where 
bnER; ao=O, 0<n<N,  a ,>0.  
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Then all the zeros of  this family are located in the interval defined by 
I = [E, F]. 
The bounds E and F of  this interval are given by 
E = Max rain (c., dN-l ), 
do<~bo,O<n<~N-l:d,,<b,, O<~n<~N 2 
F = Min max (c., dN_ i ), 
do >~bo, O<n<~N-I: d,,>b. O<~n<~N-2 
and functions c. by 
0~<n~<N-2:  
an+l 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
cn = cn(d,, d,+l ) = d, + d~+l -- bn+l" ( 1.4) 
Remarks. (1) In the following, we shall adopt these simplified notations. The notation, e.g. (it is 
the same for F )  
min (c,, dN-i ), 
O<.n<~N-2 
means, for fixed parameters {d,.}~ 1 such that 
do <.bo, 0<n<N,  dn <b,, 
we take the minimum on the set of numbers, according to Eq. (1.4) 
(co(do, dl ),Cl(dl,d2) .... ,CN-2(dN 2,dN-t ),dN-I ). 
Let m(do,... ,dN_l) be this number. 
Then the notation in Eq. (1.3), namely 
E= Max min (c~,dN_l), 
do<~bo.O<n<~N-l:d,,<b,, O~n~N-2  
means 
E = Max m(do . . . . .  dN- I  ). 
do <~bo.O<n<~N-l : d,, <b,, 
It is clear with this definition of E, we may have some problem in computing E. Because the 
maximum must be taken on the very large sets 
O<n<~N-  1, ( -~ ,b . [ .  
Also, in order to resolve this problem, we must reduce these sets very much. it is the first goal of 
Theorem 3.1. The second is to build an automatic procedure to compute E and F. 
{P.}.>0 defined by a recurrence relation of type (1.1), because if (2) We only study the families N 
the family is given by the general recurrence relation 
Q-l=-O, Qo(x)=qo#O, O<<.n<~N-1, 
Q.+l(x) = (A.x + B.)Q.(x) - D.Q._1(x). 
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With 
A,,ER*, B, ER, 0<n,  An_~A,Dn>O. 
Then we have 
O<~n~N-  1, 
where 
B, 
Q,,+l(x)= qo IIAg P,+l(x), 
i=0 
On 
b, -  0<n,  a , -  - - .  
An' An_jAn 
Thus we do not lose generality if we study the case (1.1). 
(3) We can show (cf. [1]) that the bounds E and F defined by (1.3) are, respectively, the smallest 
zero XN and the greatest zero XN of the polynomial PN. By a well-known result, all the zeros of the 
fp  ~N~>2 family t" nj,,>0 are located in the interval [XN,XN]. 
2. Some tools 
In order to obtain the new Theorem 3.1, we need some tools. It is the goal of this section. 
Definition 2.1. We shall say that we are at the optimum in the problem (1.3) giving the bound E 
(respectively the bound F), if the parameters {d,}N_~ 1 in (1.4) are the solutions of the optimisation 
problem giving E (respectively giving F). In this case, we shall call those parameters the optimal 
parameters. 
Remark. By means of (2.1), (2.2) and (2.7) we can show that these optimum parameters are 
unique. 
Lemma 2.1 (Gilewicz and Leopold [1]). The parameters fd ~'v-I given by (1.3) and (1.4) in the I iJi=0 
problems defined by E and F satisfy, respectively, at the optimum 
do=bo, O<n<~N- l: 
Cn :Cn+l =dN-I  =E.  
do=bo, O<n<~N- l: 
c .  = c .+ l  = dx_  1 = F.  
In the case N =2, (2.1) (2.2) become, respectively, 
co = dl = E and co = dt = F. 
dn<b,; 0~<n~<N-3:  
(2.1) 
d,>bn; O<~n<~N- 3:
(2.2) 
(2.2') 
Property 2.2. Formally put, for N >~ 2 
ao=0,  fo(x) - - l ,  l<<.i<.N-l: ai_ 1 f (x )  =x  - bi-i (2.3) 
f,_,(x) 
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and 
ai  
gN(X)~0, N-  1~i~1"  g i (x )= . (2.4) 
X -- bi + g i+l(X)  
Then at the optimum j o r  the prob lems def ined by E and F (1.3), the parameters  d~ sat isfy 
ai 
l < . i<~N-  l" - -  -- f (dx_ , ) ,  
di - bi 
d i=dN- I  + gi+l(dN-l). 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Remarks. The relations (2.5) and (2.6) are both valid in the cases (2.1) and (2.2). Also we do not 
make a difference between these cases. We only suppose 
l <. i<.N - 1, ~ #b i .  
We can see easily in (2.3) that .~(x)= p i (x ) /p i - I (x ) .  
Proof of Property 2.2. At the opt imum,  the relations (1.4), (2.1) and (2.2) involve 
ai 
d0=b0, l<~i<~N-  l: - -dx - l - c l ,  I. (2.7) 
di - hi 
Now, we are going to show (2.5) by induction. For i=1,  with (2.3) and (2.7), we have 
al 
d I - b I 
- -  - dx-1 -- do = dN- , -  bo = f l (dN-1 ). 
Thus (2.5) is true for i = 1. Now, suppose (2.5) is true for 
But, 
ai  
1 <. i< .N  - 1" - - f~(dx_~) .  
di - bi 
ai+l - -dN-1  --  di =dN- i  -- bi - (di - b i )=dN- i  - bi a i - -  f i+t (dN- t ) .  
di+l - bi+l J '~(dN- i  ) 
Hence, we have (2.5). We are also going to show (2.6) by induction. But we shall start with 
i = N - 1. For this step, since gN =--O, we have 
tiN-1 =dN-1  + gx(dN- l  ). 
Thus (2.6) is obviously true for i = N - 1. Let 
N -  1 >~i>1, 
But (2.7) involves 
4-1 ----tiN_, 
which yields 
di_ l = du_  l -- 
di ~-dN_  1 -[- g i+ l (dN_ l  ). 
ai  
L z d N ] m 
d, - bi 
ai 
(di - dN ~ ) + dN_~ - b~' 
ai  
gi+l(dN-1 ) -[- dN- I  -- bi" 
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Hence, with Eq. (2.4) we obtain 
di-1 =dN-i  + gi(dx-,), 
which completes the proof. 
Property 2.3. The junctions .£, and g, defined by (2.3) and (2.4) satisfy, 
1 <~n<<.N - 1, 
(i) VxC(-oc, E], VyE[ -oc ,  E] andx<y,  
an 
x - bn-t <~f , , (x )<f , , (y )<. f , (E )= -g , (E )<. -g , , (y )  < - g, (x )<<. -  <0. 
x - b,, 
(ii) VxE[F,+oc), VyC[F,+oc) and y<x,  
an 0< ~ - g,(x) < - g, (y )~-g , (F )=f~(F)<. f , , (y )<L(x )<~x - b,_,, 
x - b,, 
where the quantities E and F are defined by (1.3). 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Proof. (i) Suppose that the parameters {di}U~o j are the optimal parameters defined in the problem 
giving the bound E. Then by Lemma 2.1, those parameters satisfy (2.1), which yields with (2.7) 
do=bo, O<n<.N-  1" dn<b~, d~ I=E a~ >E. 
d~ - bn 
Thus we have 
Min (bn) >E. (2.10) 
0~n~<N--I 
By (2.3) 
Vx E R, ,1"1 (x) = x - bo. 
This function is obviously increasing and with (2.10) negative on (-oc,  E], which yields, with 
(2.5)-(2.7) 
al 
. f , (E )=. f , (d~_~) -  -d~-~ -do=-g l (du- , )=-g , (E )<O.  
dL - bl 
Thus we obtain, for n = 1 
VxC(-~c,E], VyC(-vc ,  E], x<y,  
x - bo =f~(x)<f~(y)<<. f l (E ) - -  -g , (E)  <0. 
Suppose, by induction 
0<n<N-1 ,  VxE(-oc,E],  VyE(-oc,  E], andx<y 
f , (x )  < f , (y )  <~ f,,(E) = -g , (E )  < 0. (2.11 ) 
6 
But (2.3) yields 
f~+l (x )=x-b .  - - -  
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an 
f , (x ) "  
Hence, with (2.11), the function f.+~ is strictly increasing on ( -~,E] ,  as the sum of two functions 
strictly increases on ( -~ ,E] .  But, with (2.5)-(2.7) we have 
f .+ l (E ) -  a.+l - g.+I(E) <0. 
d.+l -b .+l  
Because in this case: d.+~ <b.+~. Thus we have (2.11 ) for 0<n ~<N - 1. The negativity of functions 
f~ on ( -~,E]  and the relation (2.3) involve 
VxE(-~x~,E],  O<n<~N-1 ,  x - -b . _ l  <.f .(x).  
By induction, we can also prove the inequalities (2.8) for the functions 9.- Indeed, for n - -N-  1, 
with (2.4) we have 
aN--1 
Vx E (-cx~,E], gN_I(X) - -  
X -- bN-I 
With (2.10) this function is obviously strictly increasing positive on ( -oc ,  E]. Then, by induction, 
put 
N- l~>n>l ,  VxE( -~,E] ,  VyE( -~,E]  and x<y,  O<g. (x )<g. (y ) .  (2.12) 
But, according to (2.4), we have 
an--1 
g. - l (x )  = - 
x - b._ I + g. (x) '  
and, with (2.12) 
VxE( -c~,E] ,  x-b ._ l+g. (x ) ,  
is strictly incrasing on (-cx~,E]. Hence we obtain 
N- l>>.n>~l ,  VxE( -~,E] ,  x-b ._ l+g. (x )<<.E-b . _ t+g. (E ) .  
But, according to (2.6) and du-i =E  (cf. (2.1)) 
E-  b._l + g . (E )=d._ l  - b._l <0. 
Thus, the function 
x~--~ x - b._l + g.(x), 
is also strictly increasing negative on ( -~ ,E]  which yields, with (2.4) that the function 
x~--~g._l(x)= - a.-1 
x - b._l + g.(x) '  
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is strictly increasing positive on (-cx~,E]. We complete the proof of (2.8), by remarking that, with 
(2.4) and according to the positivity of g, on ( -oo,  E], we have 
an 0<n<N,  Vx E ( -oQE]  -gn(x)<~ <0. 
x - b . (x )  
(ii) The proof of this part is the same as the proof of (i). 
Indeed, in this case, 
d0=b0, 0<n<N,  d,>b,, 
and we have, with (2.2) and (2.7) 
Max (bn) <F. (2.13) 
0~<n~<N--I 
Hence, by induction, as in (i) we have (2.9). 
3. The new results 
According to the Properties 2.2 and 2.3, the interval I defined by (1.2) and (1.3) can be computed 
more efficiently. Indeed, we have 
Theorem 3.1. The interval I given by (1.2) can be defined by 
vy ~ (-~c,E], Vr E [F,+~c) (3.1) 
I=[  Max min (cn,dx_l) , Min max (c,,dN_,)], 
L do=bo.O<n<N:~,(7}<~d,, <~[~.(;,) 04n<~N-2 df~=bo,O<n<N:[J,,(F)<~d,, <~ zt,,(F) O<<.n<~N-2 J 
where the functions :~,, and ft, are defined by 
0<n<N,  2,(x) = b, a, (3.2) 
go(x) '  
an 
~,(x )  = b,, + 
.L (x ) '  
the quantities c, are defined by (1.4) and the functions f , ,g,  by (2.3) and (2.4). Moreover, the 
junctions ~¢,, [J, ver(fy 
VT~ E ( -ee ,  E], V72 E ( -oc ,  E] and 71 <72, 
VFt E[F ,+cc) ,  VQE[F ,+oe)  and FI<F2, 
9{n(;'l ) < ~n(;'2) ~ ~,(E) = ft,(E) ~< [J,(72) < fl,(TJ ). (3.3) 
/3,(/'2 ) </ / , (8  ) ~</~,(F) = co,(F) ~< c¢,( F~ ) < c~, ( F2 ). (3.4) 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, the interval I can be defined by (1.2)-(1.4) 
I=[  Max min (cn, dN-I), Min max (C,,,dN-I)]. 
Ldo<~h{.O<n<N:d,,<b,, O<~n<~N-2 d.~b{~,O<n<N:d,,>h,, O<~n~N 2 
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But, according to the Properties 2.2 and 2.3, the optimal parameters dn (cf. Lemma 2.1 and the 
relation (2.8)) verify 
d0=b0, VxE( -cc ,  E], 0<n<N,  dn<b, ,  
fn(x)  <~ f , (E )  - - -  
an 
-- b n 
-- g . (E )<~-gn(x)<O.  
It is equivalent to 
d0=b0, VxE( -oc ,  E], 0<n<N,  
an an 
~n(x) = b,, - - -<~d,~<~b, ,+ --/~(x) < b~. 
g,(x) fn(x)  
It yields the left bound E of the interval 1 in (3.1). By the definition (3.2) of the functions ~ 
and /~n, and by the strict increasing of the functions f ,  and g, on ( -co,E] ,  we have immediately 
(3.3). The right bound F of the interval 1 in (3.1) is given by the same proof as the bound E, but 
using in this case (2.9). On [F, oc) the function fn and g, are also strictly increasing, but positive, 
negative, respectively. Thus the inequalities (3.4) follow. 
Remarks. (1) In Theorem 3.1, E and F are unknown (it is the goal of this theorem!). Also we can 
take for 7 and F in (3.1) for example 
ao - aN --= O, 7 = Min  (bn - v/Y2~ - ~),  
O<~n<N 
(3.5) 
F= Max (bn + v/~.  + ax/-h-~.+l). 
O<~n<N 
(3.6) 
By a well-known theorem of Hadamard-Gershgorin we have 
7<E, F>F.  
(2) The new Theorem 3.1 is more effective than the old version (Lemma 1.1), because the pa- 
rameters d, in (3.1) are better located than in (1.3). Indeed in (3.1), for example in the computation 
of E, we have 
0<n<N:  ~,(7) ~<dn <~ fi(7) <bn, 
and in Lemma 1.1 
0<n<N:  d,,<b~. 
Moreover, if we have some information on the bound E, we can again reduce the interval 
[~,(7),]3n(7)] according to (3.3). We shall give in what follows some numerical examples in order 
to show the efficiency of this new result. 
(3) The Theorem 3.1, allows to build an automatic procedure to compute the bounds E and F. 
It is the goal of this paper. Indeed we have 
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Theorem 3.2. I f  we put E and F, respectively, the left and the right bounds of the interval 1 
defined by (3.1) and the sequences (7m)m~>0, (Fm)m>~O defined by 
gToE(-o~,E ], VFoE[F,+cxD), 
gm>~0, 7.,+, =7, , ,+Min(O1(7 . , ) ,O2(Tm) ,@3(7m)) .  
F,,,+, = rm + Max(Cb,( Fm),-Oz(Fm), O3(F~)), 
where the functions ~,  q~2, 43 are defined by 
VxE( -vc ,  E]U{F,+oo) ~,(x)= f,(x) ( f , (x )+9, (x ) )  
\gt(x) - f l (x ) J '  
1 Min -(f'+J(x)+g"+l(x))2 
q'2(x)-- ~ 0<,~N-2 Ig,+,(x)-.L+~(x)l '
aN--2 (f¥ '(X)--'gN--I(X)~ 
l~)3(X ) = -~-  - - - - - -  , f~_~(x)g~_,(x) / 
and the functions f,,gn by (2.3) and (2.4). 
creasing and decreasing, respectively, and 
lim 7,, = E, lim I'm = F. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Then the sequences (7,,)m>~O,(Fm)m>~O are strictly in- 
(3.10) 
Remarks. ( l)  In the above theorem, we suppose N>2.  Because in the case N : 2, according to 
(1.4) and (2.2'), the bounds E and F are directly given by 
a l  a 1 E:d l<b, ,  bo+- - -d , ;  F :d l>b l ,  b0+- - -& .  
dl - bl dl - bl 
(2) For 70 we can take for example the value given by (3.5) and for F0 the value given by (3.6). 
(3) According to the increasing and the decreasing of the sequences (7m)m>~0 and (Fm)m>~O, the 
rate of convergence of (3.10) will be obviously better if the starting points 7o and F0 are near E 
and F, respectively, but verifying the inequalities 
7o~E, Fo~F. 
Proof  of Theorem 3.2. We shall start with the sequence (3.7). Also we are going to show how the 
sequence (Tm)m>~O verifies (3.10). 
In Theorem 3.1, let 7 E ( -vc,  E] (for example given by (3.5)), and put 
do=bo, 0<n<N:  dn:½(~n(7)+fln(7)). (3.11) 
Then we have obviously 
0<n<N:  z~n(7)~<d,~<fl,(7 ). 
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According to the definition (1.4) of cn and the definition (3.2) of ~n and fin, we obtain 
3q(7)~,(7) Co = b0 + 2 
g,(7)- f,(7) 
= bo + f1(7)-  A(7) + 2 fl(Y)g1(7) 
Y,(7) - . f ,  (7) 
= bo 4- f~(7) + 451(7). 
Hence, with (2.3) and the definition (3.9) of the function 45~ we have 
Co = 7 + 451 (7). 
(3.12) 
If we do the same for 0 < n ~<N-  2, according to (1.4) and (3.11) we obtain 
1 [  an 2f,+~(7)gn+~(7) ] 1 I 
~n: 5 b , ,+Z~+y-L~, (~-~) j  + ~ bn- - -  
but according to (2.3), (2.4), we have 
an O<n<~N - 2, bn + --7 --fn+l(7), bn 
f.(7) 
which yields 
O<n~N -2 ,  1 [(f.+,(7) + gn+,(7)) 2c. =7 + 5 L ,q-Z+,~- fo+,(7) 
an ~7)go+,(7) ]
gn(7) + g +,(7) - fn+,(Y)J ' 
at/ 
--7 + gn+l(7) 
gn(7) 
(3.13) 
Also we can recognize one of the components of the function 452. For n =N-  1, (3.2) and (3.1 1) 
involve, 
aN- I [  l 1, ]  
tiN_ 1 =bu_ 1 4- -~-  .fN-l(7) gN-I(• ) 
= bN_, gN-,(7)J gN-,i-7) + T  fN---~(7) gNU(7)" 
Hence with (2.4) and (3.9), this relation becomes 
dN-I : 7 -~- (]53(7)" 
Now, putting as in (3.7) 
VT0~E , Vm~0,  7m+l :Tin + Min(451(Tm),O2(Tm),453(Tm)), 
the sequence (7m)m~>0 is increasing. Indeed, according to (2.8) we obtain 
451(70) ~ 0, 452(70) ~ 0, (103(70) ~ 0. 
Hence, according to the definition (3.7), we have 
7J ~>70. 
Moreover, 
71 ~<E. 
(3.14) 
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Indeed, the definition (3.1) of the quantity E 
E = Max min (Cn, dN-I  ), 
do=bo, O<n <N:~,,(7o) ~<d,, ~<[L,(7o) 0~<n ~<N--2 
involves, in putting 7=70 in (3.12)-(3.14) 
min (c,, dN_ i ) <<- E.  
0~<n~<N--2 
Therefore, 
7t =70 + Min(4)l(70), 4)2(70), 4)3(70)) = min (c,,dx_l)<~E. 
O<~n<~N--2 
Then suppose, by induction, for an arbitrary integer M we have 
l<~i<.M, ),i_l<.?,i<<.E 
which yields, according to (2.8), that the functions 4)t, 4)2, 4)3 verify 
4)~(7i)>~0, 4)2(~'i) ~> 0, 4)3(7i) >/0. 
Thus, with (3.7) 
7~+] = 7i + Min(4)l(Ti), 4)2(•i), 4)3(7i))  >/7i • 
Again, according to (3.1) 
E = Max min (Cn, dx - I  ), 
do=bo.O<n<N:x('/i )<~d. <~[:~,,(;', ) O<~n <.N--2 
and putting 7 :  7i in (3.12)-(3.14), we obtain with (3.7) 
7i+t =7i + Min(4)l(Ti),4)2(Ti),4)3(Ti)) = min (c,,dN i)<E. 
O<~n<N-2 
Thus the sequence (Tm)m~>0 defined by (3.7) is increasing and bounded by E. Therefore, this 
sequence converges to a limit. Let/~ be this limit. We are going to show that we have 
/?=E.  
Obviously, by the property of the sequence ()'m)m>~O, this limit verifies 
/7~<E, (3.15) 
Min(4), (E), 4)2(/77), 4)3(E)) = 0. 
But, with (2.8) and according to the definition (3.9) of 4)t, 4)2, 4)3 we have 
3k E {1, . . . ,N  - 1}[fk(E) +.qk(E)=0.  
But the function f~ + .qk, according to (2.8) is strictly increasing negative on ( -oc ,  E]. Thus, with 
(3.15) we obtain 
/?=E.  
The above property also involves the strict increasing of the sequence (Tm)m>~O which completes the 
proof for this sequence. 
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For the case of the sequence (F,,)m~0 defined by (3.8), the proof is the same as for the sequence 
(Tm)m~>0. Also we only shall give a sketch of it. As in (3.11), let FE  [F ,+~)  and put 
0 <n <N:  d. = ½(~.(F) + fl,,(F)) E [fin(F), ~.(F)]. 
We also have, like (3.12) 
Co = F + O1(F), 
like (3.13) 
0<n<N-  1, cn=F+ 
and like (3.14) 
dN_ 1 = r Jr- O3(ff ). 
But, according to (2.9) 
0<n<N-1 ,  gn+~(F)-.£+I(F) < O. 
Thus, with (3.17) we have 
1 
Max cn=F+ Max 
0<n<N--I 5 0<n<N--I 
1 Min 
=F-  5 0<n<U-1 
1 [(L+,(r)  + gn+,(e)): 
yn+,(r) 
(fn+l(F) + gn+l(F)) 2 
-(fn+,(r) + gn+,(r)) 2
I,qn+, ( r )  - L+,  ( r ) l  
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
=F-  02(F), (3.19) 
where 02 is given by (3.9). 
The inequalities (2.9) of the functions fn and g, on [F, +oc)  give 
v r¢  [F,+oc),  oj(r)-..<0, O3(F)-..<0; 
according to (3.9), -02(F)  is obviously negative. Thus 
F1 = F0 + Max(O1 (F0), - O2(F0), 03(/7o)) ~< F0. 
As we do for the sequence (Tm)m>~0, we can show by induction, according to the construction of 
the bound F in (3.1) and using (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19), that the sequence (Fm)m>~O defined by 
(3.8) is strictly decreasing and bounded by F. Therefore, this sequence converges to a limit. But 
the strict increasing of the function fk + g~ on [F, +oc) involves that this limit is F. Thus we have 
completed the proof of our theorem. 
4. Some numerical examples 
In this section we shall present some examples in order to illustrate Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
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To do the calculus, we have used a simple pocket calculator with 8 digits of precision. In the 
next paper (paper II) we shall give a FORTRAN Program to compute the bounds E and F (3.1) 
for N large enough and with a better precision. To build this program we shall use the new results 
of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
As we say, we have a limited material to compute. Also for the first numerical tests we do the 
calculus for N = 5 and the computation of E. 
We recall that the following numbers a, and b,, are the coefficients of the recurrence relation (1.1). 
(1) Example to illustrate the difference between the old theorem (Lemma 1.1) and the new Theo- 
rem 3.1. With 
b0 . . . . .  b4 = 0, al . . . . .  a4 = 0.25. 
This case corresponds to the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind and E is defined by 
E = x5 = cos(~rc) ~ -0.866025404. (4.1) 
In this case, the parameters d,, defined by (1.3) in the old theorem verify 
d0~<0, 0<n<5:  d , ,<0.  
With the new Theorem 3.1 those parameters are better located and verify (3.1). Indeed 
do = 0, -0.625 ~<dl ~<-0.25, -0.666 ~<d2 ~-0.333,  
-0.75~<d3~<-0.375, -1~<d4~<-0.4. 
In this case we have taken 7=-1 ,  according to (3.5). The corresponding optimal parameters 
(cf. Lemma 2.1, formula (2.1)) are approximately given by 
dl ~ -0.289, d2 ~ -0.433, d3 ~ -0.577, d4 =x5 ~ -0.866025404. 
In order to compute them we have used (3.1), (3.2) and we obtain 
0<n <N, d,=~,,(xs)=fl,,(xs). 
Because in this case, according to (2.8) 
0<n<N,  ./;,(xs)= -.q,,(xs). 
(2) Examples to illustrate Theorem 3.2. 
(2.1) For the above case, we obtain 7~- -E  given by (4.1) and according to (3.5) for example: 
/I = -0.9444444444, 
,'10 - -0.870772498, 
and P5(730) ~ -0.0008. 
(2.2) If we take 
bo = O, 
75 = -0.887529784, 
720 = -0.866582660, 
b i l l ,  b2=0.2, b3=2,  b4=0.4; 
"J'30 = 0 .866057359 
al . . . . .  a4 = 0.25. 
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In this case we take 70 =-0 .8  and we obtain 
71 = -0 .569746212,  75 = -0 .406311599,  
We have P5(71o) '~-0 .04 .  
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